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Abstract

When agents make decisions, they have to deal with
norms regulating the system. In this paper we therefore
propose a rule-based qualitative decision and game the-
ory combining ideas from multiagent systems and normative
systems. Whereas normative systems are typically modelled
as a single authority that imposes obligations and permis-
sions on the agents, our theory is based on a multiagent
structure of the normative system. We distinguish between
agents whose behavior is governed by norms, so-called de-
fender agents who have the duty to monitor violations of
these norms and apply sanctions, and autonomous norma-
tive systems that issue norms and watch over the behavior of
defender agents. We show that autonomous normative sys-
tems can delegate monitoring and sanctioning of violations
to defender agents, when bearers of obligations model de-
fender agents, which in turn model autonomous normative
systems.

1 Introduction

Norms are studied in multiagent systems for various rea-
sons, for example to increase the stability of such systems.
However, there is no consensus how standard frameworks
have to be extended to express norms. Moreover, the man-
agement of distributed systems such as virtual communities
of autonomous agents [13, 4, 5] is not centralized in a single
agent since this would endanger the core business of the sys-
tem [11]. Also, sometimes tasks can be better performed if
they are dealt with by the local level in an autonomous way.

In this paper, we address the following two questions.

• How do agents make decisions involving norms? In
particular, when do they fulfill or violate norms?

• How can the role of monitoring and sanctioning vi-

olations be delegated by the normative system to au-
tonomous agents calleddefenderagents [10]?

To address these questions we model norms in qualita-
tive decision and game theory, combining ideas from nor-
mative systems (see, e.g., [18] for an overview of theories
and applications) and multiagent systems. Whereas nor-
mative systems are typically modelled as a single authority
that imposes obligations and permissions on the agents, our
theory is based on a multiagent structure of the normative
system. We distinguish between agents whose behavior is
governed by norms, so-called defender agents who have the
duty to monitor violations of these norms and to apply sanc-
tions, and autonomous normative systems that issue norms
and watch over the behavior of defender agents.

Decision making in this multiagent systems is formal-
ized as follows. Agents are modelled as cognitive belief-
desire-intention or BDI agents. Autonomous normative sys-
tems create obligations for defender agents, such that a de-
fender agent can be seen as a role defined on the basis of
a set of obligations. When making decisions, agents model
defender agents, which in turn model the autonomous nor-
mative system. In our theory we can study under which con-
ditions this delegation of the control of norms to defender
agents is effective, as is illustrated by an example.

In this paper we discuss the technical details of our the-
ory, but some of its assumptions are treated elsewhere. In
particular, the unification of normative and multiagent sys-
tems can be explained by an attribution of mental attitudes
to normative systems, which itself can be explained by so-
cial delegation of goals to the normative system [3, 7, 4].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we dis-
cuss the role of defender agents using recursive modelling.
In Section 3 we present the qualitative game theory, in Sec-
tion 4 we define obligations in this theory and in Section 5
we formalize defender agents.
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2 Defender agents

Normative systems are “sets of agents (human or ar-
tificial) whose interactions can fruitfully be regarded as
norm-governed; the norms prescribe how the agents ideally
should and should not behave [...]. Importantly, the norms
allow for the possibility that actual behavior may at times
deviate from the ideal, i.e., that violations of obligations, or
of agents’ rights, may occur” [15]. Boella and Lesmo [2]
distinguish between agents whose behavior is governed by
norms, and an autonomous normative system. In their ap-
proach, autonomous normative systems are called norma-
tive agents and modelled as a single cognitive BDI agent.

However, in modern states the power is separated be-
tween several autonomous roles: the role of the govern-
ment, the judicial system and the legislative systems. More-
over, such a distinction between roles can make social con-
trol more effective. In our model, we introduce a distinction
between agents who have only the judiciary power, which
following Conte and Castelfranchi [10] we call defender
agents, and those who have also the legislative one. The
task of the normative system is kept separate from the one
delegated to the defender agents. So defenders can act au-
tonomously on the basis of more local information.

As an example of a scenario in a virtual community, con-
sider agent1 who is subject to the obligation to share its
file system space on the web. This obligation derives from
the policy regulating the virtual community it belongs to.
Since the central authority3 has not enough resources to
control and punish every member of the community it dele-
gates this control task to defender agent2. Since the virtual
community is composed of heterogeneous agents, system3
cannot assume that defender2 is a respectful agent who ful-
fils every obligation imposed on it. Hence, system3 tries to
control defender2’s behavior by means of obligations con-
cerning its task to monitor and punish agent1. The relation
between defender agent2 and system3 is that the system
motivates the defenders by imposing obligations for the de-
fenders, and punishing their violations.

The basic picture is visualized in Figure 1 and reflects the
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Figure 1. A three agent scenario.

deliberation of agent1 in various stages. Agent1 is subject
to obligations by system3 that has delegated the control to
defender agent2. Agent1 is deliberating about the effects
of the fulfilment or the violation of the obligations. Agent2
may recognize and sanction violations. Agent1 recursively
models agent2’s decision and bases its choice on the ef-
fects of agent2’s predicted actions. But in doing so, agent
1 has to consider that agent2 is subject to some obliga-
tions to make agent1 respect its obligations: so in mod-
elling agent2, it considers that agent2 recursively models
system3, the normative system who watches over agent2’s
behavior.

Figure 1 should be read as follows. Subscripts denote
the agent, while superscripts denote the time instant. When
agent1 makes its decisiond1, it believes that it is in state
s0
1. The expected consequences of this decision due to be-

lief rules B1
1 are called epistemic states1

1. Then agent2
makes a decisiond2, typically whether it counts this de-
cision as a violation and whether it sanctions agent1 or
not. Now, to find out which decision agent2 will make,
agent1 has aprofile of agent2: it has a representation of
the initial state which agent2 believes to be in and of the
following stages. When agent1 makes its decision, it be-
lieves that agent2 believes that it is in states0

2. This may be
the same situation as states0

1, but it may also be different.
Then, agent1 believes that its own decisiond1 will have the
consequence that agent2 believes that it is in states1

2, due
to its observationsObs2 and the expected consequences of
these observations. Agent1 expects that agent2 believes
that the expected result of decisiond2 is states2

2. Finally,
agent1’s expected consequences ofd2 from agent1’s point
of view are called states2

1. Moreover, agent2 makes a sim-
ilar reasoning about system3’s decisions. The recursion in
modelling other agents stops here, since system3 does not
have to base its decisions on the expected reaction of an-
other agent. Which decision an agent makes depends also
on its motivational state which contains among others desire
and goal rules (not depicted in Figure 1).

Multiple levels of delegation of controls are also possi-
ble. For example, system3 can delegate the task of control-
ling the defender agent2 to another defender. This leads a
hierarchy of agents, in which each agent considers the re-
action of the subsequent agent in the hierarchy. We assume
that the reaction of the subsequent agent affects only the
outcome of the immediately preceding agent. Hence, each
agent’s behavior is watched by another agent whose behav-
ior can be in control of another one and so on in a recursive
way; until reaching the highest level of authority whose be-
havior is not controlled. In this construction, the first and
the last agent consider three moments in time (like agent 1
and 3 above), and each other agent considers four moments
in time (like agent 2 above).



3 Decision and game theory

In this section we present a qualitative game theory for
BDI agents based on the iterative model visualized in Fig-
ure 1, which is an instance of the game theoretic technique
recursive modellingintroduced by Gmytrasiewicz and Dur-
fee [14]. We start withdecisions. We writedi for the com-
plete decision of agenti, which we define as a truth assign-
ment to eachdecision variableof the agent.

Definition 1 (Decisions) Assumen distinct agents, and let
{A1, . . . , An} ben disjoint sets of propositional variables.
A literal is a variable or its negation. We writeLitAi

for the
set of literals built fromAi. For a propositional variablep
we writep = ¬p and¬p = p. A decision set is a tuple
δ = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 wheredi ⊆ LitAi such that for each
decision variablex in Ai, eitherx ∈ di or ¬x ∈ di.

The consequences of decisions are given by the agents’
epistemic states, where we distinguish between the agents’
beliefs about the world and the agents’ beliefs about how
a new state is constructed out of previous ones. First, we
assume that beliefs of agenti about the world at momentt,
written asst

i, contains – besides decision variables whose
truth value is determined directly by an agent – alsoparam-
eterswhose truth value can only be determined indirectly.
The distinction between decision variables and parameters
is a fundamental principle in all decision theories or deci-
sion logics [8, 16]. In action languages, they correspond to
events and fluents respectively. The example in Figure 1 il-
lustrates that we only consider games in which each agent
i makes a decision at momenti, such that an agent has to
consider – besides the recursively modelled states – only the
moments just before its decision when it observes the pre-
vious decision,si−2

i andsi−1
i , and just after its decision to

evaluate the consequences of it,si
i andsi+1

i .
Second, the agents’ beliefs about how a new state at mo-

mentt is constructed out of previous ones is expressed by
three sets ofbelief rules, denoted byBt

i . Belief rules can
conflict and agents can deal with such conflicts in different
ways. The epistemic state therefore also contains an order-
ing on belief rules, denoted by≥B

i , to resolve such conflicts.
Finally, to model the recursion the epistemic state of agenti
includes the epistemic state of agenti+1, denoted byσi+1,
unless it is the last agentn.

An epistemic state thus contains most elements depicted
in Figure 1. However, when making decisions, not all these
elements are available. In particular, for each decision the
agenti only knows the belief rules and the initial statesi−2

i ;
the other statessi−1

i , si
i andsi+1

i have to be calculated by
applying belief rules. That is, a decision problem contains
only a partial epistemic state. How belief rules are applied is
formalized in Definition 4 and decision problems are given
in Definition 7.

Definition 2 (Epistemic states)For n agents and
0 ≤ t ≤ n + 1, let P t = {pt | p ∈ P = {p, p′, p′′, . . .}}.
We writeLitP t for the literals built fromP t, LitAiP t for
literals built fromAi ∪P t, et cetera. Let a rule built from a
set of literals be an ordered sequence of literalsl1, . . . , lr, l
written asl1 ∧ . . . ∧ lr → l wherer ≥ 0. If r = 0, then
we also write> → l, where> stands for tautology. The
epistemic stateof agenti < n is

σi = 〈Bi−1
i , Bi

i , B
i+1
i ,≥B

i , si−2
i , si−1

i , si
i, s

i+1
i , σi+1〉

whereas the epistemic state of agentn is identical except
that it does not contain the epistemic state of agentn + 1.
Bi−1

i is a set of rules ofLitAi−1P i−2P i−1 ;
Bi

i is a set of rules ofLitAi−1AiP i−2P i−1P i ;
Bi+1

i is a set of rules ofLitAi−1AiAi+1P i−2P i−1P iP i+1 ;
Bi = Bi−1

i ∪Bi
i ∪Bi+1

i ;
≥B

i is a transitive and reflexive relation on the powerset
of Bi containing at least the subset relation;

si−2
i ⊆ LitP i−2 is the state before agenti− 1’s action;

si−1
i ⊆ LitAi−1P i−1 is initial state of agenti’s action;

si
i ⊆ LitAiP i is state after decisiondi of agenti;

si+1
i ⊆ LitAi+1P i+1 is state after decisiondi+1 of i + 1;

si = si−2
i ∪ si−1

i ∪ si
i ∪ si+1

i . All states are complete.

The agents’ beliefs depend not only on their belief rules,
but also on what they can observe. Here we use a simple for-
malization of this complex phenomena based on an explicit
enumeration of all propositions which can be observed. If a
proposition describing statesi−1

i−1 is observable, then agenti

knows its value insi−1
i−1. The observations of agenti depend

on the statesi−1
i−1 containing the effects of the decision of

agenti− 1 from agenti− 1’s point of view.

Definition 3 (Observations) The propositions observable
by agenti, OPi, are a subset of the description of the stage
si−1

i−1 (according to agenti− 1’s point of view) including
agenti− 1’s decision:P i−1 ∪ Ai−1. Theexpected obser-
vationof agenti in statesi−1

i is Obsi =

{l ∈ si−1
i−1 | l ∈ OPi or l ∈ OPi}

What is not observed persists from the initial statesi−2
i

from agenti’s perspective. Likewise, we model persistency
after decisions. Both the consequences of observations and
the consequences of decisions are defined using a function
max. Intuitively, this function starts with either the obser-
vations or the decision, then applies a maximal set of rules
with respect to the belief rule ordering≥B , using intermedi-
ate phasesQ, Q′ andQ′′′, and finally adds parameters from
the previous state. We give also some conventions which fa-
cilitate the recursive definition. Note that the second states0

1

and the last onesn+1
n are obtained just by persistency from

s−1
1 andsn

n, respectively, since for the first agent there are
no observations and the last one does not recursively model
the decision of any other agent andB0

1 = Bn+1
n = ∅.



Definition 4 (Respect) A set of literals is called incon-
sistent if it containsp and ¬p for some propositional
variable p; otherwise it is called consistent. Fors a
set of literals (state),f a set of literals, R a set of
rules, and≥ a transitive and reflexive relation on the
powerset ofR containing at least the superset relation,
let out(s,R) = ∪∞0 outi(s,R) be the state obtained
by out0(s,R) = s and outi+1(s, R) = outi(s, R)∪
{l | l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l ∈ R and{l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ outi(s, R)},
and letmax(s, f, R,≥, t) be the set of states obtained by:

1. Q is the set of subsets ofR which can be applied to
s ∪ f without leading to inconsistency:

Q = {R′ ⊆ R | out(s ∪ f, R′) consistent}

2. Q′ is the set of maximal elements ofQ with respect to
set inclusion:

Q′ = {R′ ∈ Q |6 ∃R′′ ∈ Q such thatR′ ⊂ R′′}

3. Q′′ is the set of maximal elements ofQ′ with respect to
the≥ ordering:

Q′′ = {R′ ∈ Q′ |6 ∃R′′ ∈ Q′ andR′′ ≥ R′, R′ 6≥ R′′}

4. O is the set of new elements inout(s ∪ f, R′):

O = {(out(s ∪ f, R′) ∩ LitAt+1P t+1) | R′ ∈ Q′′}

5. max(s, f, R,≥, t) is the set of states inO plus some
elements persisting froms:

max(s, f, R,≥, t) = {G ∪ s′′′ | G ∈ O and
s′′′ = {lt+1 | lt ∈ (P t ∩ s) andlt+1 6∈ G}}

By conventionA0 = dn+1 = B0
1 = Bn+1

n = OP1 = s0
0 = ∅.

σi = 〈Bi−1
i , Bi

i , B
i+1
i , si−2

i , si−1
i , si

i, s
i+1
i , σi+1〉 respects

the decision setδ = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 together with the expected
observationsObsi of agenti if

1. si−1
i ∈ max(si−2

i , Obsi, B
i−1
i ,≥B

i , i− 2);

2. si
i ∈ max(si−2

i ∪ si−1
i , di, B

i
i ,≥B

i , i− 1);

3. si+1
i ∈ max(si−2

i ∪ si−1
i ∪ si

i, di+1, B
i+1
i ,≥B

i , i);

4. If i < n, then σi+1 respects the decision set
δ = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 together with the expected observa-
tionsObsi+1 of agenti + 1.

The agent’s motivational state contains two sets of rules
for each agent.Desire (Di) and goal (Gi) rules express
the attitudes of the agenti towards a given state, depending
on the context. Like belief rules, desire and goal rules can
be conflicting. We express agent characteristics by a pri-
ority relation on the rules≥i which encode, as detailed in
Broersenet al. [9], how the agent resolves its conflicts.

Definition 5 (Motivational states) The motiva-
tional stateMi of agent i 1 ≤ i < n is a tuple
〈Di, Gi,≥i, Mi+1〉, where Di, Gi are sets of rules of
LAi−1AiAi+1P i−2P i−1P iP i+1 , ≥i is a transitive and reflex-
ive relation on the powerset ofDi ∪ Gi containing at least
the subset relation, andMi+1 is the motivational state that
agent i attributes to agenti + 1. The motivational state
Mn of agentn is a tuple〈Dn, Gn,≥n〉.

The agents value, and thus induce an ordering≤ on,
the epistemic states by considering which desires and goals
have been fulfilled and which have not. Here for space rea-
sons, we introduce only a selfish stable agent type, which
bases its decisions only on its unsatisfied goals and desires.
States1 is less preferred thans2, denoted bys1 ≤ s2, if the
unfulfilled rules ins1 are more preferred than the unfulfilled
rules ofs2, denoted byU(R, s) ≥ U(R, s2).

Definition 6 (Selfish stable agents)LetU(R, s) be the un-
fulfilled rules of states,

{l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l ∈ R | {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ s andl 6∈ s}
The unfulfilled mental state descriptionof agent i is
Ui = 〈UD

i = U(Di, si), UG
i = U(Gi, si)〉. For selfish

stable agents, we havesi ≤ s′i iff

1. U ′G
i = U(Gi, s

′
i) ≥i UG

i = U(Gi, si)

2. if U ′G
i ≥i UG

i andUG
i ≥i U ′G

i thenU ′D
i ≥i UD

i

We finally define the optimal decisions. It is again a re-
cursive definition, because optimality of a decision set for
agenti is defined in terms of dominance, which is defined
in terms of optimality of the decision set for the later agents.
There are several definitions of optimality discussed in the
literature, here we use a conservative one.

Definition 7 (Optimal decisions) A partial epistemic state
is an epistemic state excluding for each agent the last three
statessi−1

i , si
i and si+1

i . A decision problem consists of a
partial epistemic state, observable propositionsOPi for all
agentsi, and a mental stateM1. A decision set is optimal
for a decision problem if it is optimal for each agenti. A de-
cision set isoptimalfor agenti if there is no decision set that
dominates it for agenti. A decision setδi = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉
dominates decision setδ′i = 〈d′1, . . . , d′n〉 for agent i iff
dj = d′j for 1 ≤ j < i, they are both optimal for agent
j for i < j ≤ n, and we havesi < s′i

• for all si in an epistemic state description that con-
tains the partial epistemic state and that respects the
decision setδi andObsi, and

• for all s′i in an epistemic state description that contains
the partial epistemic state and that respects the deci-
sion setδ′i andObsi (defined on this epistemic state).



4 Formalization of obligations

The definition of obligation is inspired by Anderson’s
reduction of deontic logic to alethic modal logic [1], usually
written asO(p) = 2(¬p → V ), which says that ‘what is
obligatory is what necessarily leads to a violation’, or less
controversial, ‘what leads to a bad state’.

Definition 8 (Conditional obligations with sanction)
For m agents, letNS be a set of unstructured norms
{n, n′, n′′, . . .} and assume that some decision variables
are so-calledviolation variablesVi(n) for n ∈ NS and
1 ≤ i ≤ m, to be read as ‘agenti’s behavior counts as a
violation of normn’.

Agenti believes that it is obliged to decide to dox (a
literal in LitAiP iP i+1 ) with sanctions (a literal built from
a decision variable inAi+1) under conditionq (a sequence
of literals inLitAiP iP i+1), denoted byOi,i+1(x, s|q), iff for
somen ∈ NS:

1. q → x ∈ Di+1 ∩Gi+1: agenti believes that (if agent
i + 1 believes to be) in contextq agenti + 1 desires
and has as a goal thatx;

2. > → s ∈ Di+1: agent i believes that agenti + 1
desires not to sanction.

3. > → s ∈ Di: agenti has the desire not to be sanc-
tioned.

4. > → ¬Vi(n) ∈ Di+1: agent i believes that agent
i + 1 desires that there is no violation.

5. q ∧ x → Vi(n) ∈ Di+1 ∩ Gi+1: agenti believes that
if (agent i + 1 believes that)q ∧ x then agenti + 1
has the goal and the desireVi(n): to recognize it as a
violation of agenti.

6. Vi(n) → s ∈ Di+1 ∩ Gi+1: agent i believes that if
agenti + 1 decidesVi(n) then it desires and has as a
goal that it sanctions agenti.

The definition is based on three simplifications. First,
there is no ‘logic of rules’ as for example proposed in [17].
Second, the conditions can be partitioned into preconditions
of creating a norm (first three conditions), and conditions
which follow from such a creation (last three conditions).
This issue is explored in [7]. Third, sanctions are defined
as decision variables only, not for parameters. In the latter
case, we may add a condition that there is a way to apply
the sanction.

The following example illustrates an obligation to
achieve parameterp1 of a stable agent1 which adoptsp1

only for the fear of the sanctions even if it desires not to do
anything for achievingp1. By convention we only give pos-
itive literals in states; all propositional variables not men-
tioned are assumed to be false.

Example 1 O1,2(p1, s)
s0
1=∅, B1={x → p1},≥B

1 =∅, x ∈ A1, p
1 ∈ P 1,

G1 = ∅, D1={> → ¬x,> → ¬s},
≥1={> → ¬s}≥ {> → ¬x}
s0
2 = ∅, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1, B2 = {x → p1},≥B

2 = ∅,
V1(n) ∈ A2, s ∈ A2, n ∈ NS,

G2={> → p1,¬p1 → V1(n), V1(n) → s},
D2={>→p1,¬p1→V1(n), V1(n)→s,>→¬V1(n),>→¬s},
≥2⊇ {¬p1 → V1(n)} > {> → ¬V1(n),> → ¬s}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = {x}, d2 = ∅〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = {x, p1}, s1

2 = {x, p1}, s2
2 = {p2}, s2

1 = {p2}
Unfulfilled mental states:
UD

1 = {> → ¬x}, UG
1 = ∅, UD

2 = UG
2 = ∅

If agent 1 decides to dox, d1 = x, then we have
s1
1 ∈ max(s0

1, d1, B
1
1 ,≥B

1 , 0) = {{x, p1}} by Definition 4
of respecting mental states. Agent1’s desire not to be sanc-
tioned is fulfilled: the antecedent> of the unconditional
rule> → ¬s is true, and the consequent is consistent with
states2

1 = {p2} since agent2 decides not to sanction (¬s)
(recall thats ∈ A2, so it is implicitly a variable of the last
stage - Definition 2 - whilep2 by persistency of the parame-
terp1 from s1

2 - Definition 4). In contrast, the unconditional
(and hence applicable) goal> → ¬x is in conflict with state
s1
1 = {x, p1} (x ∈ A1, so it is a decision variable describing

second stage) and it remains unsatisfied (see Definition 6).
For what concerns agent2’s attitudes, its unconditional

desire and goal that agent1 adopts the content of the
obligation> → p1 is satisfied ins1

2. Analogously are
the desires not to prosecute and sanction indiscriminately:
> → ¬V1(n) and> → ¬s (recall that states are complete
- Definition 2 - so¬V1(n) and¬s are true ins2

2 = {p2}).
The remaining conditional attitudes¬x → V1(n), etc. are
not applicable and hence they are not unfulfilled.

Whatever other decision agent2 would have taken, it
could not satisfy more goals or desires, sod2 = ∅ is a min-
imal and optimal decision - Definition 7. E.g.d′′2 = {s}
leaves> → ¬s unsatisfied:{> → ¬s} ≥2 ∅ (in fact,≥2

contains the subset relation) and thenU ′′D
2 = {> → ¬s} ≥

UD
2 = ∅ for a stable agent.

Had agent1’s decision beend′1 = ∅, agent2 would have
chosend′2 = {V1(n), s}. The unfulfilled desires and goals
in states′1 = s′2 = {V1(n), s}: U ′D

1 = {> → ¬s},
U ′G

1 = ∅, =U ′D
2 ={> → p1,> → ¬V1(n),> → ¬s},

U ′G
2 ={> → p1}.
How does agent1 take a decision betweend1 andd′1?

Since its agent type isstable (Definition 6) it compares
which of its goals and desires remain unsatisfied:UG

1 =
U ′G

1 = ∅ but U ′D
1 = {> → ¬s} ≥ UD

1 = {> → ¬x}.
And hence, the optimal state (Definition 7) iss1: s1 =
{x, p1, p2} ≤ s′1 = {V1(n), s}.



5 Formalization of defender agents

We now introduce the distinction between a defender
agenti + 1 who has the duty to enforce a normn and a
normative agenti + 2 who imposes by means of normsn′

andn′′ to i + 1 the duty to watch over a normn. The defini-
tion contains the same six conditions as the definition in the
previous section. The crucial distinction between the nor-
mative system and the defender agent, is that the defender
agent does not desire to count the agent’s behavior as a vio-
lation and to sanction it.

Definition 9 (Delegated obligations)Agenti believes that
it is obliged to decide to dox (a literal in LitAiP iP i+1 )
with sanctions, a literal built from a decision variable of
Ai+1 performed by defenderi + 1, and sanctionss′ and
s′′ for the defender, literal built from a decision variable
of Ai+2, on behalf of the normative agenti + 2 (where
Vi(n) ∈ Ai+1), denoted byOi,i+1,i+2(x, s, s′, s′′|q), iff for
somen ∈ NS:

1. q → x ∈ Di+2 ∩ Gi+2: agent i believes that agent
i + 2 desires and has as a goal thatx.

2. > → s ∈ Di+2: agent i believes that agenti + 2
desires not to sanction.

3. > → s ∈ Di: agenti has the desire not to be sanc-
tioned.

4. > → ¬Vi(n) ∈ Di+2: agent i believes that agent
i + 2 desires that there is no violation.

5. Oi+1,i+2(Vi(n), s′|q ∧ x): agent i believes that if
(agenti + 2 believes that)x then agenti + 1 is con-
ditionally obliged by agenti + 2 to determine that this
counts as a violationVi(n) by agenti.

6. Oi+1,i+2(s, s′|q ∧ Vi(n)): agent i believes that if
(agent i + 2 believes that) agenti + 1 decides that
x counts as a violationVi(n) then it is conditionally
obliged by agenti + 2 to sanction agenti.

Item 5 and 6 imply by the definition of obligation in Def-
inition 8: Given that these two goals are normative goals for
agenti + 1, if it adopts them, theni is in the same situation
as before the introduction of the defender agent.

1. q ∧ x → Vi(n) ∈ Di+2 ∩ Gi+2: If q ∧ x then agent
i + 2 has the goal and the desire that agenti + 1 does
Vi(n): it recognizesx as a violation by agenti.

2. q ∧ Vi(n) → s ∈ Di+2 ∩ Gi+2: if Vi(n) then agent
i + 2 desires and has as a goal that agenti + 1 sanc-
tions agenti.

Further definitions with multiple levels of defenders are
possible since obligations at Items 5 and 6 can be delegated
to a second defender agent and so on.

Moreover, item 5 and 6 imply by the definition of obli-
gation in Definition 8 also that introducing a defender agent
leads to the addition of two new norms.

In the second example we show a three agent situation
where agent2 is the defender of the obligation to dox on
behalf of the normative system3 (Definition 9). However,
1 prefers to violate the obligation with respect to not being
sanctioned.

Example 2 O1,2,3(x, s, s′, s′′|>) and thus there is a norm
n such thatO2,3(V1(n), s′|¬x) andO2,3(s, s′′|V1(n)). We
call the norms related to the latter obligationsn′ andn′′.
s0
1 = ∅, B1 = ∅,≥B

1 = ∅, x ∈ A1,
G1 = ∅, D1 = {> → ¬x,> → ¬s},
≥1= {> → ¬x} ≥ {> → ¬s}
s0
2 = ∅, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1, B2 = ∅, ≥B

2 = ∅,
V1(n) ∈ V ∩A2, s ∈ A2,
G2 = ∅, D2 = {> → ¬s′,> → ¬s′′},
s0
3 = ∅, OP3 = A2 ∪ P 2, B3 = ∅, ≥B

3 = ∅,
V2(n′), V2(n′′) ∈ A3, s

′, s′′ ∈ A3, n, n′, n′′ ∈ NS,
G3={>→x,¬x →V1(n),V1(n)→s,¬x∧¬V1(n)→V2(n′),
V2(n′)→s′, V1(n) ∧ ¬s→V2(n′′), V2(n′′)→s′′},
D3 = {> → x,¬x → V1(n), V1(n) → s,
¬x ∧ ¬V1(n) → V2(n′), V2(n′) → s′,
V1(n) ∧ ¬s → V2(n′′), V2(n′′) → s′′,> → ¬V1(n),
> → ¬s,> → ¬V2(n′),> → ¬s′,> → ¬V2(n′′),
> → ¬s′′},
≥3⊇ {¬x ∧ ¬V1(n) → V2(n′), V1(n) ∧ ¬s → V2(n′′)} ≥
{> → ¬V2(n′),> → ¬s′,> → ¬V2(n′′),> → ¬s′′}
Optimal decision set:
〈d1 = ∅, d2 = {V1(n), s}, d3 = ∅〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = s1

2 = ∅, s2
2 = s2

1 = {V1(n), s}, s3
3 = s3

2 = ∅
Unfulfilled mental states:
UD

1 = {> → ¬s}, UG
1 = ∅, UD

2 = UG
2 = ∅,

UD
3 = {> → x,> → ¬V1(n),> → ¬s}, UG

3 = {> → x}

Given that agent1 prefers not to comply with its obliga-
tion, agent2 has to choose to determine that¬x is a viola-
tion and thus to sanction it. Agent2 has no direct motivation
to do so apart from the fact that if it decides otherwise, then
it can be sanctioned by agent3. In fact, agent3 has the goal
V2(n′) in a context where¬x is true but agent2 does not
decide forV1(n). To deal with this reasoning, agent1 has
to recursively model agent2’s decision process: in doing
so agent1 assumes that agent2 recursively models agent3
since it depends on agent3’s decisions for what concerns
the obligation to determine violations by agent1 and to pun-
ish it.



6 Summary and concluding remarks

In this paper we show how agents make decisions in-
volving norms, and in particular, when they fulfill or violate
norms, in a logical framework with three dimensions. The
first dimension is the set of agents involved, where we dis-
tinguished the agent whose behavior is norm governed, the
defender agent who monitors and sanctions violations, and
the normative agent who issues norms and monitors the de-
fender agent. The second dimension is the mental attitudes
attributed to each agent, where we distinguished beliefs, de-
sires and goals each represented by conditional rules. The
third dimension are the elements of the norms and obliga-
tions, where we distinguished between behavior that counts
as a violation, and sanctions. the agents make decisions
in this framework by recursively modelling the reaction of
their behavior by the normative system.

Moreover, we show how the role of monitoring and sanc-
tioning violations can be delegated by the normative system
to autonomous agents called defender agents [10]. With this
extension, the agents model the defender agents, which re-
cursively model the autonomous normative systems. Our
approach can be used to control distributed systems by del-
egating the task of monitoring and sanctioning violations to
defender agents, even when these agents are not assumed to
be fully cooperative. Since, as [12] claim, at higher levels
the control routines become less risky and require less ef-
fort, there is no need of a infinite regression of authorities
controlling each other. As [11] discuss, centralized control
is not feasible in virtual communities where each partici-
pant is both a resource consumer and a resource provider.
In fact, there is no authority which is in control of all the
resources. Rather the central authority can only issuemeta-
policies[19] concerning the policies regulating the access to
the single resources: for example, the central authority can
oblige local authorities to grant access to their resources to
authorized users, who are thusentitledto use the resources.

Since we propose to model delegation of control by
means of obligations concerning what is obligatory and
what must be sanctioned, our framework can be extended
with meta-policies. We can extend this framework for rep-
resenting obligations by the central authority that local au-
thorities permit of forbid access as well as permissions to
forbid or permit access. Moreover, in [6] our framework is
extended with permissions. While permissions are usually
modelled as the dual of obligations, we argue that permis-
sions should be modelled as exceptions to obligations under
some circumstances: in those contexts, the normative agent
adopts the goal not to consider a forbidden behavior as a vi-
olation and thus it does not sanction the agent. Other issues
for further research are a complete separation of all three
elements of thetrias politica and the problem of rational
norm creation.
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